
The ROLE in summary Tokyo Electron is a leading global manufacturer of innovative production systems 
for the semiconductor industry. With a team of more than 12,700 employees in 19 
different countries, we are continuously working on developing high-quality, 
technologically qualitative products. 

Tokyo Electron Europe Limited - German Branch, based in Dresden, guarantees 
the maintenance of all TEL systems in Germany and Austria. 

As a Field Service Engineer or Start up Engineer, you support our customers in 
Dresden / Southern Germany or Austria. 

Office base & Travelling - Dresden, Southern Germany or Austria
- Willingness to go on business trips

Type of Contract - Permanent Term

Working hours - 38 hrs per week

Your Responsibilities - New installation and service on complex production systems
- Detailed planning and implementation of modifications to existing systems
- Planning and implementation of preventive system maintenance
- Preparation and participation in customer meetings
- Analytical troubleshooting and repair of the existing plant park
- Close cooperation with the product support team

Your skills and experience - Completed professional training as a mechatronics technician, electronics
technician, vehicle mechatronics technician, etc. ideally further training as
a certified technician

- Analysis and problem-solving skills
- Commitment, initiative, creativity, independence and team spirit
- High customer orientation and excellent communication skills
- Several years of professional experience in technical service, ideally in

the semiconductor industry
- Experience in one of the areas - Oven technology, etching, wet chemistry,

photolithography: coater / developer - is an advantage
- Good English knowledge
- Car driving license

Field Service & Start 
up Engineers 

 Region: Germany 



 
What we offer - Intensive training 

- An interesting field of work in a promising industrial environment 
- A corporate culture characterized by friendliness and respect 
- Working in a motivated and helpful team 
- Long-term perspectives and internal development opportunities 
- Excellent social benefits 
- Attractive remuneration package 
- Company car 

 
 
 

TEL provides Equal Employment Opportunity for all individuals. 


